Using your monitor
PLEASE DO NOT TAP THE SCREEN WITH YOUR PLOTTING PENCIL. THIS WILL DAMAGE IT.
The display is NOT a touch screen.
In this description “Press X” means “Press the button underneath X”.
NB The far right-hand buttons are for contrast adjustment and are not referred to further, but if the
screen remains blank 15 seconds after power is connected, try using the “+ Contrast” button
to get an image.
If you are first down on the monitor, start here: if not, go to 9
1. When power is connected, the screen remains blank for 15 seconds then shows “System Check” with progress bar then “Set Up” then “Target number”.
2.

Check that correct target number is displayed-if yours is wrong, someone else will also have the
wrong monitor.

3.

Press OK. Screen changes to “Saving Setup” with progress bar. Display then shows list of
target displays.

4.

Use + and – to scroll up or down to desired target display. Press OK to select
Screen changes to “Preparing monitor” with progress bar.

5.

Screen changes to “Insert Smart Card or press any key”.
Ignore this and press LOGIN (unless you have forgotten to change to the correct target number,
in which case press “change target” to go back to 2 above).

6.

Your target is displayed. Press the Zoom button once to get a magnified view of the central area
at any time, and again to get a more magnified view. A third press takes you back to full view.

7.

Start shooting. The first shot shows as a flashing disc (white on black and vice-versa as
appropriate). When the next shot arrives, the previous shot becomes steady and the most recent
one flashes, and so on.
On the right of the screen you will get a numerical score for each shot, given to one decimal place
(eg. 4.1 for a bad inner, V.9 for a dead centre). This part of the display shows 10 shots, and
scrolls automatically.
You do not need to press “next 10 shots” unless at the end of the shoot you wish to go back to
confirm all scores.
All plotted shots remain on the target until cleared. If your screen becomes cluttered you can clear
it by pressing New Series then OK. After OK a clear target appears and all your previous shots
are lost.

NB The actual shotfall is a pinpoint spot (black on white or vice versa) in the centre of the flashing
disc. The disc is much larger than the shot hole for ease of display. A good inner will have its
central black dot just outside the bull, but the white disc will overlap into the bull. Your score will
still be 4. Don’t challenge for a higher value. The system is deaf to “Message 5”.
8.

After shooting press New Series then OK to clear the screen for the next pair.

If you are filling in after another pair
9. Do 8 above if the last pair have not done it. If the correct target is displayed start shootingsee 7 above.
10. If you need to change the target display (eg. F Class following TR) press Menu button to select
menu 3. “Log Off” should then be displayed at bottom right. If not, scroll through menu 3 (using +
and -) and until it is. Press Log Off then “Change target” as at 4 above.
11. If you have messed the whole thing up, start again by pressing the extreme right and left hand
buttons (ignoring the contrast buttons) simultaneously to reboot the system. If you are stuck,
please don’t press buttons at random: ask someone who is familiar with the system
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------IT IS THE SHOOTER’S RESPONSIBILITY TO CHECK THAT THE TARGET DISPLAY IS
APPROPRIATE FOR DISTANCE AND DICIPLINE.

